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Coucou 5/6 and parents ! 

 I’m not sure about you, but I feel like I am finally settling into a routine. This week felt very productive 

for me, I hope you feel the same. I was able to make a dent in all of your booklets for marking, and organize 

your booklet before my due date at the school! Usually 

I barely make it in time. My helpers have even settled 

into doing their “important work” while Mr. Kosi and I 

do our school work. I’m hoping this becomes a new 

routine for my family. Has your family established any 

new routines? 

 This week I tried to give you ample time to make 

any corrections for those of you who receive any 

booklets. On the booklet cover I have identified any 

tasks that need correcting. When you turn to the actual 

page you will find tips, hints, or little messages for what needs to be done. If you are still uncertain PLEASE 

CALL/text/email/teams message me. We will work through the corrections together and hopefully clear up 

any confusion or misunderstandings. You can do this! If you are lucky, without any corrections I want you to 

benefit from this time by accessing mathletics.com or helping a sibling with his/her booklet or find a good 

book/article to start reading (bonus points if in French).  

 A note about mathletics.com…. 

This is website based learning that records your student’s results for me to see and assess their understanding. 

Although I am using this site primarily as a source of review, I strongly encourage students to complete the 

activities assigned each week. The activities are not long and there are educational math related games that 

they can play after on the site. If your student forgets his/her log in information PLEASE let me know. I have 

access to all student log ins and can forward you the information needed. 

*If you ever get stumped on French vocabulary the best site to get a translation of a word is 

www.wordreference.com.* 

 A few reminders that are needed for the classroom/school: 

 Library books need returning as soon as possible 

 Grade 6 return protractors  

 Return French graphic novels (A la une series) 

 Return English novels (that was originally your group book to read) 

 If you have any missing items (boots, shoes, gym clothes) that were left in the 

classroom or in the hallway from the winter PLEASE CALL THE SCHOOL. 
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Le 12 mai 
 

  



  

mathe 

Corrections (if a booklet was returned.) 

a. Returned booklets will identify what needs correcting on the cover.  

b. The worksheets will have either examples, messages, or hints written. 

 

Mathletics.com  

 after corrections are completed.  

Flashcards  

 Practice multiplication facts 

  



Francais 

La colonie des fourmis 

 Read and answer questions 

Fiches 2.4 – uno morpho 

 Cut out the cards on the dotted lines, making little cards 

 It’s a type of matching game. I suggest separating the cards into 3 groups: prefixes, base 

(family) words, suffixes. 

 Send a picture to me when you finish (dkosi@sunrisesd.ca or text image to 481-1558) 

 If you would like a copy of the answer key to help guide them please text/call me. 

 How to play: 

o Match the prefixes to the base word. It is possible to have more than one prefix 

for a base word. 

o Match the suffixes to the base word. If a base word has a suffix there is ONLY one. 

 I suggest creating invisible columns on a table with the understanding that 

the prefixes are IN FRONT of the base word, middle = base word, end of the 

word is the suffix. 

Example: 

 hyper –  active  - ment  

 in -    
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Le 13 mai 



mathe 

transformation, tessellation et symmetrie – transformation 

 Transformation happens 3 ways with shapes (shown with diagrams on the 

worksheet. The dotted outlines shapes are where the original will move to.) 

 Reflection (flip it) 

 Translation (slide it) 

 Rotation (spin it) 

#1 – Determine which transformation happened in the picture. 

#2 - When some letters of the alphabet are rotated 180° (in a half circle), they become 

 other letters. (This depends on how you write them of course.) An example of this 

 is d. Turn it halfway around and it becomes p. What other letters can you find that 

 do this? 

#3 - What is the international three-letter distress symbol? (S.O.S.) Write it down. Now, 

 rotate it 180°, then translate it, write it backwards, and write it upside down. 

 What do you notice? 

#4 - Look at the figure. Draw what it will look like if is reflected. Next, draw what the 

 reflected figure will look like when rotated a quarter turn and clockwise. 

#5 - Find the pattern and continue it. 

#6 - Some words look the same when they’re written backwards. MUM is an example. 

 Can you find some more? 

  



 

 

 

  



  



ELA 

Honeybees  

 Read story 

 Do the activities that follow (matching columns, and True/False. 

o If the statement is false please REWRITE it to make the statement true. (use the 

space provided on the following page) 

How’s it going? 

 Answer the questions indicated.  

 Answer in SENTENCE and PARAGRAPH format



 



 



Honeybees 

Activity B – rewrite the sentences below IF they were FALSE. As you rewrite them, make the 

statement true. 

1. ________________________________________________________________________ 

2. ________________________________________________________________________ 

3. ________________________________________________________________________ 

4. ________________________________________________________________________ 

5. ________________________________________________________________________ 

6. ________________________________________________________________________ 

7. ________________________________________________________________________ 

8. ________________________________________________________________________ 

  



How’s it going ? 

It’s been a while since you have spoken to me. I’m missing your voices, your laughs, your smiles and 

smirks, your shenanigans, and of course, your correcting my mistakes. This isolation from your extended 

family, friends and school family is difficult – sometimes even difficult to express. Take the time right now 

to reflex on everything that has happened since I have last seen you.  

a) Tell me about what you have been up to (other than your school work).  

b) What are you enjoying the most about being forced to stay at home? 

c) What do you miss since you started to stay at home? 

d) Now, for school work talk… 

a. What do you like/find easy? 

b. What is challenging? 

c. Is there something that I (your teacher) can do to help you more? 

e) Anything else you want to share with me? 

*Please remember to answer paragraph style!* 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 



jeudi 

Le 14 mai 
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transformation, tessellation et symmetrie – symmetrie de rotation 

box - A shape has rotational symmetry if it looks the same in different positions when 

 turned from a central point. This shape has rotational symmetry of order 3. This 

 means it looks exactly the same in 3 different positions. 

 *some shapes may have rotational symmetry of orders other than 3.* 

#1 - Turn these shapes in your head. Do they have rotational symmetry? If so, what is 

 the order? (order meaning how many times) 

#2 - A great way to understand rotational symmetry is to use the computer. There are 

 lots of programs you can use. These instructions are for a word processing 

 program:  

a. Open a new blank document.  

b. Select a shape from the autoshape menu (in the drawing toolbar) and 

draw it.  

c. Select the shape again and you’ll see a little green filled circle. This is the 

rotate tool.  

d. Turn the shape and watch the dotted lines. Count how many times the 

shapes match during a full rotation.  

e. Draw some of the shapes you created below. Note whether they have 

rotational symmetry and, if so, what order. 

f.  

If you do not have a computer to do #2 write me a note and do mathletics.com in its place. 

 

Mathletics.com 

 Continue working on your review assignments on the site. 

 Let me know if you can’t find your username and password. Everyone’s is different. 

 

  



 

 



Français 

Fiche 2.6 le mot qui me complete 

 Students need to choose the correct word to complete the sentence. They need to be 

aware of the prefix/suffix and how a it slightly changes the meaning/intention of the 

base word (word family). 

o de –: opposite (ie defaire –to undo) 

o re –: repeats (ie refait – redo) 

o –age: action (ie habillage – dressing) 

o –eur: person who does it (ie bricoleur – handyman) 

o –ette: small (ie masionnette – small house, condominium) 

o –iste: person who does an art of some sort (ie. Flutiste- flute player [flutist?], 

fleuriste – florist)) 

o –oire: what serves a purpose (ie baignoire – bathtub)  

Le boa constrictor 

 Read and answer questions 

Les similarites 

 Discuss each situation with your student. Make them think about the scenario and 

rationalize/justify their thinking. Then have them record their answer in the space 

provided in COMPLETE SENTENCES in a MINI PARAGRAPH. 

 Ask your student how are the following situations similar. 

o An argument between two friends AND a war between two groups of people. 

o A high school student intimidates an elementary student AND a parent being 

violent with his/her child. 

o A family who does NOT recycle AND a country that pollutes the environment. 

  



o   



 

  





vendredi 

Le 15 mai 
  



Mathe 

Creusez, M. Jones! 

Se preparer - While working on an archaeological dig with the famous Dr Jones, you 

 come across a portion of a beautiful old plate. Dr Jones thinks it may be 1/4 of 

 the Lost Plate of Icarus, a priceless find. He asks you to recreate what you think 

 the entire plate may have looked like. 

Quoi faire - You have 1/4 of the plate. You need to find a way to recreate the rest of it. 

 How will you do this? Would a compass help? How will you find the right centre 

 point? Then, use your knowledge of symmetry and tessellation to complete the 

 design. (use the space provided on the worksheet) 

 Sadly, I do not have a class set of compasses. Do your best drawing a circle  to complete 

the shapes. Please use a ruler when doing straight lines. 

 

Mathletics.com 

 Continue working on your review assignments on the site. 

 Let me know if you can’t find your username and password. Everyone’s is different.  

 

Flashcards  

 Practice multiplication facts 



  



 

ELA 

Indoor Scavenger Hunt 

 Challenge your student to this scavenger hunt – have another family member compete 

against them or use a timer. (If it’s nice outside you can change it to include outside if 

you wish – it may make it more challenging or easier?) 

 Student needs to respond to reflection questions BEFORE and AFTER completing the 

activity. 

Corrections (from previous booklets) 

 If you received a booklet back from a previous week. Make corrections. 

 If you have questions about the corrections please call/text/email/Teams message me. 

(dkosi@sunrisesd.ca, 481-1558, teams –> 5 et 6 francais) 
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The Indoor Scavanger Hunt 

Answer in COMPLETE sentences unless otherwise stated. 

BEFORE doing the scavenger hunt: 

1. When you are given a challenge, how do you prepare yourself to be successful? 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

2. What do you think will be the easiest item to find? Why? 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

3. Are you challenging someone in your house or using a timer?  

   (circle one) Family member / timer 

 

AFTER the scavenger hunt: 

1. What was the easiest part of the activity? Why? How did that make you feel? 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

2. What was the hardest part of the activity? Why? How did that make you feel? 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 



 


